Thursday, May 26th, 2016

8.30 > 9.00 am  Welcoming, coffee and registration [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]
9.00 > 9.15 am  Introduction [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]
9.15 > 10.15 am  Plenary session [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]
                  Chair: Thomas Seegmuller
                  Wealth distribution and social mobility in the US: A quantitative approach
                  Jess Benhabib, New York University (macroeconomics)
10.15 > 10.45 am  Coffee break [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]
10.45 > 12.15 pm  Parallel sessions
                  Macro [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor] – Chair: Ventitti Alain
                  De Donder Philippe: The Dynamics of Capital Accumulation in the US: Simulations after Piketty
                  Ha-Huy Thai: Capital Taxation, Reduction of Inequality and Economic Growth
                  Bosi Stefano: Heterogeneous human capital, growth and inequality
12.15 > 2.00 pm  Lunch break [Place de Lorette]
2.00 > 4.00 pm  DynlPer session [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]
                  Chair: Michel Lubrano
                  Philo: Małgorzata Dereniowska, Jean-Sébastien Gharbi, Procedural Rationality and
                  Procedural Justice: In search of “liberal” rationality
                  Econometrics: Zhou Xun, Preference for redistribution and inequality perception in China:
                  Evidence from the CGSS 2006
                  Micro: Yann Bramoullé, Altruism in Networks
                  Macro: Lise Clain-Chamosset-Yvrand, Asset Price Volatility, Wealth Distribution and Spirit of
                  Capitalism: The Role of Heterogeneity
4.00 > 4.30 pm  Coffee break [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]
4.30 > 6.30 pm  Parallel sessions
                  Applied Econometrics [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor] – Chair: Bazen Stephen
                  Paolo Melindi Ghidi: Income polarization, education politics and school choice
                  Brunori Paolo: The perception of inequality of opportunity in Europe
                  Cerejeira Joao: Wage inequality, business strategy and productivity: evidence from Portugal
                  Panos Georgios: Financial literacy and attitudes to redistribution
                  Micro [Salle 205 – 2nd floor] – Chair: Trannoy Alain
                  Halvarsson Daniel, Korpi Martin: Entrepreneurship and Income Inequality
                  Prowse Victoria: Lifetime income inequality with taxation and public benefits
                  Almeida Vanda: Income inequality and redistribution in the aftermath of the 2007-2008 crisis: the
                  US case
                  Brzeziński Michał, Magda Iga: Inequality of opportunity in Central and Eastern Europe:
                  accounting for changes over time
8.00 pm  Conference dinner
Friday, May 27th, 2016

9.00 > 9.30 am  Welcoming coffee
9.30 > 11.00 am  Parallel sessions
   
   Micro  [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]  Chair: Ami Dominique
   De Gendre Alexandra: Information Differentials and Wage Inequality across Socioeconomic Strata: A Variance Decomposition Approach
   Nicoletti Cheti: Sibling spillover effects in school achievement
   Muller Christophe: Priority-Based Multidimensional Poverty
   
   Macro  [Salle 205 – 2nd floor]  Chair: Nourry Carine
   Aina Carmen: The intergenerational transmission of liberal professions
   Tuominen Elina: Changes or levels? Reassessment of the relationship between top-end inequality and growth
   Seegmüller Thomas: The falling sperm counts story: a limit to growth?

11.00 > 11.30 am  Coffee break [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]

11.30 > 12.30 pm  Plenary session [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]
   Chair: Emmanuel Flachaire
   Pareto distributions, top incomes, and recent trends in UK income inequality
   Stephen Jenkins, LSE (econometrics)

12.30 > 2.00 pm  Lunch break [MundArt]

2.00 > 4.00 pm  Parallel sessions
   
   Micro  [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]  Chair: Gravel Nicolas
   Trapeznikova Ija, Rud Juan: Wage Dispersion, Job Creation and Development: Evidence from Sub-Saharan Africa
   Martorano Bruno: Inequality and Protests: a recent story from Latin America
   Neidhoefer Guido: Intergenerational Mobility and the Rise and Fall of Inequality: Lessons from Latin America
   Antoine Kassia, Singh Raju: Can Cross-Country Evidence Help Promote Growth and Shared Prosperity? An Application to Haiti
   
   Econometrics  [Salle 205 – 2nd floor]  Chair: Chanel Olivier
   Emmanuel Flachaire, Frank Cowell: Measuring Mobility
   Spasova Tsvetana: Estimating Income Distributions From Grouped Data: A Minimum Quantile Distance Approach
   Chotikapanich Duangkamon: Bayesian Assessment of Lorenz and Stochastic Dominance using a Mixture of Gamma Densities
   Bingley Paul, Cappellari Lorenzo: Family, Community and Long-Term Earnings Inequality

4.00 > 4.30 pm  Conclusion [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]

4.30 > 5.30 pm  Final coffee break [Cinéma Le Miroir – Ground floor]